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SUMMARY

Twenty-five years ago, Arabidopsis thaliana emerged as the model organism of choice for research in plant

biology. A consensus was reached about the need to focus on a single organism to integrate the classical

disciplines of plant science with the expanding fields of genetics and molecular biology. Ten years after

publication of its genome sequence, Arabidopsis remains the standard reference plant for all of biology. We

reflect here on the major advances and shared resources that led to the extraordinary growth of the

Arabidopsis research community. We also underscore the importance of continuing to expand and refine our

detailed knowledge of Arabidopsis while seeking to appreciate the remarkable diversity that characterizes the

plant kingdom.
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INTRODUCTION

Of all the known species of flowering plants, Arabidopsis

thaliana stands alone as the most thoroughly studied.

Measured by the total number of journal publications, other

plants such as maize, soybean, petunia, tomato, pea, and

snapdragon, once considered as promising candidates to

guide plant research into the future, all lag far behind. Not

even rice (Oryza sativa) has kept pace with Arabidopsis,

using research publications as the benchmark. In 2008 alone,

more than 3500 papers on Arabidopsis were added to the

PubMed database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed).

By contrast, just seven Arabidopsis publications were listed

for 1979 and 65 for all preceding years combined. The

growth of Arabidopsis research over the last 30 years has

been remarkable, rewarding, and transformative.

Arabidopsis was originally adopted as a model organism

because of its usefulness for genetic experiments. Important

features included a short generation time, small size that

limited the requirement for growth facilities, and prolific

seed production through self-pollination. Although these

features are still important, other attributes that could not be

foreseen 40 years ago have allowed Arabidopsis to remain

the premiere model for plant biology. A change from

individual research efforts focused on specific disciplines

to more interdisciplinary, multi-investigator studies, requir-

ing extensive community resources, was an essential factor

in the growth of Arabidopsis as a favoured organism.

Traditional plant science was subdivided into discrete,

classical disciplines, including anatomy, morphology, phys-

iology, and biochemistry. When molecular biology emerged

as a major force in the 1970s, plants were not the organism

of choice for experimentation. One problem was the limited

availability of shared resources needed to bring plants up to

the same level of sophistication enjoyed by other model

organisms. The agricultural foundation for plant research at

the time also made it difficult to gain support for elevating an

‘outsider’ to special research status.

The increased role of genetics in discipline integration

(Pruitt et al., 2003) and the availability of powerful tools in

molecular biology resulted in the gradual realization that

plant biologists needed to focus attention on a single

organism most amenable to detailed analysis. That this

concept of discipline integration took time to be accepted by

the classical disciplines can be illustrated by the rejection of

a paper (Koornneef et al., 1984) on abscisic acid (ABA)-

insensitive mutants of Arabidopsis by one of the main

journals in plant physiology at that time. The only argument
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for rejection was that a paper on mutants should be

published in a genetics journal. This attitude was surprising

in the light of past research on Drosophila and a wide range

of microorganisms, where genetics had long been champi-

oned to address fundamental questions in biochemistry and

development.

The emergence of A. thaliana as a model organism has

been documented several times in the past, through histor-

ical retrospectives written either by those who participated

in the research (Rédei, 1992; Fink, 1998; Meinke et al., 1998;

Dean, 2001; Meyerowitz, 2001; Somerville and Koornneef,

2002; Pruitt et al., 2003; van Lijsebettens and van Montagu,

2005; Koncz, 2006) or by interested observers (North, 1985;

Patrusky, 1991; Moffat, 1992; Pennisi, 2000; Endersby, 2007;

Leonelli, 2007). Readers are encouraged to consult Meyero-

witz (2001) and Somerville and Koornneef (2002) for addi-

tional historical details. Several major reviews detailing the

breadth of Arabidopsis research in the pre-genomics age

have also been published (Rédei, 1970, 1975; Meyerowitz,

1987, 1989). Our objective in the present review is to be more

reflective than comprehensive in discussing factors that

contributed to the establishment of the Arabidopsis research

community. Because we could not include every major

advance in such a brief review, we ask for understanding

from those individuals whose important contributions are

not mentioned. We also encourage those currently working

on Arabidopsis to remember and continue to utilize when

appropriate the rich historical foundation of Arabidopsis

research. To underscore this point, we include updates on

the classical genetic map and the analysis of natural

variation in Arabidopsis, both of which trace their origins

back to detailed phenotype information and seed stocks

collected more than 40 years ago.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF ARABIDOPSIS RESEARCH

The early years (before 1975)

Without question, Friedrich Laibach (Figure 1) is the founder

of experimental Arabidopsis research. He described the

correct chromosome number during his PhD research (Lai-

bach, 1907) and returned to this species in the 1930s when

he was an established botanist. In a seminal paper, Laibach

(1943) made a clear case for the suitability of Arabidopsis for

genetic studies. Laibach and his students also emphasized

the use of natural variation for the analysis of physiological

traits such as flowering time (Laibach, 1951) and seed dor-

mancy (Kugler, 1951). In addition, Laibach initiated experi-

ments on the treatment of Arabidopsis with X-rays. This

enabled his PhD student, Erna Reinholz, to isolate the first

induced Arabidopsis mutants. Laibach, who had to leave his

position at Frankfurt University in 1945, continued his

research in a private laboratory in the nearby town of Lim-

burg/Lahn called ‘Biologisches Forschungsinstitut Limburg’.

This facility consisted of several rooms in the pharmacy of

his co-worker, Franz Josef Kribben, who was probably the

first to call Arabidopsis the botanical Drosophila (Kribben,

1964). The study of mutants was already a focus of Arabid-

opsis research when John Langridge described the first

auxotrophs in higher plants in an influential paper in Nature

(Langridge, 1955).

Interest in Arabidopsis research increased throughout the

1950s. One landmark event was the emigration in 1956 of

George Rédei from Hungary to the United States (Koncz,

2006). From his laboratory at the University of Missouri,

Rédei became the leading proponent of Arabidopsis

research in the United States. He joined researchers in

Germany (Napp-Zinn, Röbbelen, Müller), the Czech Republic

(Veleminsky, Gichner, Cetl), the Netherlands (Feenstra, van

der Veen), and Belgium (Jacobs, Bouharmont), to form an

active research community in the 1960s (Somerville and

Koornneef, 2002). Gerhard Röbbelen led this initiative and

organized the first international Arabidopsis conference in

1965 in Göttingen, Germany. Röbbelen also published the

Arabidopsis Information Service (AIS) newsletter beginning

in 1964 and maintained a seed stock centre that included

Laibach’s collection of ecotypes (called accessions later on)

as well as a number of induced mutants.

Although it was expected that such a promising start

would lead to further growth of Arabidopsis research, in

practice the opposite occurred in the early 1970s, when

many of the individuals mentioned above left the field. In

retrospect, there were probably several reasons why the

future of Arabidopsis research was viewed with scepticism

in the mid 1970s. Principal among them was the impression

that success in plant tissue culture was central to the future

of plant biology. Petunia and tobacco, where the desired

manipulation of cells in culture was somewhat routine, were

therefore viewed in a more positive light than Arabidopsis,

which seemed to resist most initial attempts to proliferate

and regenerate in culture. The small size of Arabidopsis

chromosomes was also viewed by some as a disadvantage,

primarily for cytogenetic analyses, rather than an advantage,

as later understood for molecular studies. Röbbelen became

more involved in rapeseed research and plant breeding,

Figure 1. Central figures in the early years of Arabidopsis research. Left to

right: Friedrich Laibach (photo from George Rédei, courtesy of Elliot Meye-

rowitz); Gerhard Röbbelen (photo courtesy of the European Association for

Plant Breeding Research); and George Rédei (photo courtesy of Csaba Koncz).
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ultimately becoming a leading figure in this field in

Germany. Eventually, Röbbelen transferred his responsibil-

ity for the AIS to Albert Kranz at the University of Frankfurt,

who served in this capacity from 1974 until his retirement in

1990. Arabidopsis also received negative publicity from a

controversial set of experiments (Ledoux et al., 1974) that

claimed to demonstrate complementation of thiamine-defi-

cient mutants following treatment of seeds with DNA from

Escherichia coli (Koncz, 2006). Interest in Arabidopsis

research declined throughout this period, as reflected in

decreased publication rates and fewer participants at

the second international Arabidopsis conference in 1976

(Meyerowitz, 2001).

The renaissance period (1976–89)

Renewed interest in Arabidopsis began in the late 1970s with

the search for a suitable plant model for research in molec-

ular genetics. It gained momentum when several groups

(Figure 2) began to exploit the genetic potential of Arabid-

opsis to characterize plant-specific processes. The excellent

review article by Rédei on Arabidopsis as a genetic

organism, published in the well-known Annual Review of

Genetics, played a pivotal role in the resurgence of interest

in Arabidopsis and the recruitment of young investigators to

the field (Rédei, 1975). In the area of plant development,

David Meinke began to work on embryo-lethal mutants as a

graduate student with Ian Sussex at Yale in 1976, expanding

upon the work of Andreas Müller 15 years before in

Gatersleben, Germany (Müller, 1963). This ultimately led to

publications in Developmental Biology on the use of

Arabidopsis as a model system for the study of plant embryo

development (Meinke and Sussex, 1979a,b). Meinke was

first introduced to the details of Müller’s work when he

convinced the landlady of his apartment in New Haven to

translate the original paper from German in return for

cleaning out her basement. This anecdote illustrates a bar-

rier to advances in Arabidopsis research that is often over-

looked: the language problem encountered by some when

attempting to access the early literature. Another Yale

graduate student, Elliot Meyerowitz, was first introduced to

Arabidopsis during this time as well, although his interests

were focused then on Drosophila.

Chris Somerville and colleagues were instrumental in

promoting Arabidopsis throughout the 1980s and beyond.

Their early work illustrated the value of mutant analysis for

plant physiology and biochemistry and included a series of

elegant studies on photorespiration (Somerville and Ogren,

1980), starch and lipid biosynthesis, plant hormone

responses, and cell wall architecture (Estelle and Somerville,

1986). Informative mutant screens were being performed at

the same time in Wageningen by Maarten Koornneef and

Jaap van der Veen. Their work on a number of plant-specific

substances and processes, from phytohormones and

photoreceptors to flowering time, resulted in several influ-

ential publications in the early 1980s, along with the first

comprehensive genetic map (Koornneef et al., 1983).

Several key events in the growth of the Arabidopsis

research community took place in the mid 1980s. The most

noteworthy was the realization that the small size of the

Arabidopsis genome (Leutwiler et al., 1984) was a distinct

advantage in the age of molecular genetics (Meyerowitz and

Pruitt, 1985). This observation was instrumental in attracting

the attention of investigators working on other model

organisms. Flowering plants, once considered marginally

significant by many of those interested in advancing the

fundamentals of cell and molecular biology, started to be

viewed in a more positive light, especially when the small

number of funded investigators in the field was seen as an

opportunity and not a hindrance. Another important factor

involved presentations and discussions about Arabidopsis

at scientific conferences, including the Gordon Conference

on Plant Cell and Tissue Culture in 1983 and the Keystone

Symposium on Plant Genetics in 1985. A picture from the

Keystone meeting has been published before (Meyerowitz,

2001), with Shauna and Chris Somerville, Elliot Meyerowitz,

David Meinke, and Maarten Koornneef in attendance.

A third factor in the dramatic rise of Arabidopsis research

in the mid 1980s was the vision and support provided by key

administrators at US funding agencies, most notably DeLill

Nasser, Machi Dilworth, and Mary Clutter at the National

Science Foundation (NSF). Their combined efforts were

instrumental in helping to encourage young investigators,

establish shared resources, and guide the Arabidopsis

community into the modern age of genomics. These factors

and others, such as advances in plant transformation

Figure 2. Some early contributors to the renaissance period of Arabidopsis

research. Left to right; top: Chris Somerville and Elliot Meyerowitz; bottom:

Maarten Koornneef and David Meinke.
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methods noted later, energized the Arabidopsis community

and convinced a number of leading scientists from other

disciplines, including Ron Davis, Howard Goodman, Gerald

Fink, and Fred Ausubel, to pursue and promote research on

Arabidopsis. This added level of distinction proved helpful in

several ways, including the recruitment of talented students

and post-docs who represented the next generation of

Arabidopsis biologists. The fact that Elliot Meyerowitz, and

later on Gerd Jürgens, leading proponents of using Arabid-

opsis for research in molecular and developmental genetics,

were respected young investigators from the Drosophila

world, further reinforced the message that plants were

indeed amenable to molecular genetic analysis. Clearly,

Arabidopsis research efforts around this time benefited from

the demonstration with other model organisms that com-

bining genetics and molecular biology represented a pow-

erful approach to addressing biological questions

(Meyerowitz, 1987). The cloning of the first Arabidopsis

gene by Chang and Meyerowitz (1986) further confirmed

that molecular genetic approaches to plant biology were

starting to yield results.

The revival of Arabidopsis research was on full display at

the Michigan State conference on Arabidopsis in 1987

organized by Chris Somerville and colleagues. Even so, the

number of participants (about 200) and small booklet of

abstracts (85) were unimpressive by modern standards. The

most frequent entries in the abstract index reflected a

different set of priorities at the time: Agrobacterium, amino

acid analogues, embryo lethals, heterologous probes,

lambda libraries, tissue culture, and transformation. But this

meeting helped to define the modern age of Arabidopsis

research and establish the atmosphere of collaboration that

remains in effect today. An ad hoc meeting of a handful of

principal investigators held during that conference also laid

the foundation for the community infrastructure that would

play an important role in future efforts to sequence the

Arabidopsis genome. When Chris Somerville described the

breadth of Arabidopsis research at a subsequent meeting in

Bloomington, IN, two years later, it was clear that Arabid-

opsis was poised to enter the modern age and compete

with other model organisms for recognition and respect

(Somerville, 1989).

THE ARABIDOPSIS TRANSFORMATION STORY

An important breakthrough for Arabidopsis research

involved the development of efficient transformation pro-

cedures. Arabidopsis transformation made possible the

introduction back into plants of cloned genes of interest for

subsequent analysis and the production of insertion

mutants through random disruption of endogenous genes.

At first, transformation methods based on Agrobacterium

tumefaciens infection of leaf explants in culture seemed the

way to go (Lloyd et al., 1986). Soon this method was

improved (Valvekens et al., 1988) by using a two-step tissue

culture procedure and root explants as the starting material.

The success of these tissue culture methods depended

much on the parental genotype, and unfortunately the most

common laboratory accessions of Arabidopsis were not

very responsive. For this reason, investigators turned to

other accessions to generate transgenic plants. This caused

problems with subsequent genetic studies, where pheno-

types were often affected by genetic background.

Shortly thereafter, Feldmann and Marks (1987) described

a method that did not require tissue culture and was based

on incubating mature seeds with Agrobacterium, growing

plants from these treated seeds, and then screening for

antibiotic resistance among the progeny seedlings. This

method relied on the continuous growth of Agrobacterium

within the plant until it could infect the egg cell inside an

ovule. Recognizing this underlying biology led to improved

methods where Agrobacterium was introduced into the

plant when flower buds had already formed (Bechtold et al.,

1993; Clough and Bent, 1998). The large populations of

T-DNA insertion lines that Ken Feldmann generated using

the original method, first at DuPont (Wilmington, DE) and

later at the University of Arizona, were nevertheless a pivotal

advance that allowed the identification of a wide range of

insertion mutants amenable to gene isolation. One of the

first T-DNA mutants characterized in detail appeared on the

cover of Science (Feldmann et al., 1989).

Transformation of Arabidopsis is now highly reproducible

and not that genotype dependent, allowing for the genera-

tion of thousands of transformants when needed. Apart

from the use of transformation to generate plants that

express (or over-express) known genes of interest and to

establish large collections of insertion lines for reverse

genetics, the same technology has been used to introduce

reporter gene constructs into plants, thereby allowing

localization and quantification of expression patterns and

development of lines with localized expression in specific

tissues (Haseloff and Amos, 1995) and subcellular structures

(Cutler et al., 2000). The power of such an approach was later

demonstrated again in combination with cell sorting

(Birnbaum et al., 2003). The high efficiency of plant trans-

formation was not predictable when Arabidopsis was

adopted as a model in the early 1980s. But dramatic

improvements in this important genetic tool enhanced the

stature and utility of Arabidopsis as an experimental organ-

ism, leading Somerville and Koornneef (2002) to conclude

that adopting Arabidopsis as a model organism was indeed

a fortunate choice.

THE IMPORTANCE OF MUTANT SCREENS

Mutant screens played an important role in the emergence

of Arabidopsis as a model genetic organism. The short life

cycle, small plant size, and efficient reproduction through

self-pollination made Arabidopsis an early favourite for

studying induced mutations in plants. In the late 1950s and
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1960s, the efficiency of mutagenic treatments was readily

gauged using the Müller (1961) embryo test and the fre-

quency of either chlorophyll-deficient seedlings or sterile

plants. Ethylmethane sulphonate (EMS) was first introduced

for mutation studies in those early days and remains an

effective and popular mutagen today. That saturation

mutagenesis was an option in Arabidopsis was shown by

finding multiple mutant alleles of the same gene in a rea-

sonably sized population of M2 seeds (Koornneef et al.,

1982). A variety of phenotypic screens were developed,

yielding large collections of mutants, with those deficient in

chlorophyll among the most prevalent (Röbbelen, 1957). The

suitability of Arabidopsis for biochemical genetics was

confirmed through exhaustive studies of thiamine auxo-

trophs with a seedling lethal phenotype (Feenstra, 1964; Li

and Rédei, 1969). An early example of a directed biochemical

screen aimed at a specific metabolic defect was the use of

chlorate resistance to obtain mutants affected in nitrate

uptake or metabolism (Oostindier-Braaksma and Feenstra,

1973). Selection for resistance was thereafter also applied to

plant hormones (Koornneef et al., 1984; Bleecker et al.,

1988). Screens for a deviating phenotype under conditions

where the process being studied was critical or limiting were

also devised, as demonstrated with photorespiration

mutants at high CO2 levels (Somerville and Ogren, 1980) and

photoreceptor mutants with altered hypocotyls under

specific light conditions (Koornneef et al., 1980).

Because mutation frequencies were high and scores of

mutagenized individuals could be sampled with minimal

effort, large-scale forward genetic screens for specific bio-

chemical defects soon became routine, as demonstrated in a

convincing manner by the Somerville group. This ultimately

led to the statement that when no mutants are found in

2000 M2 plants, there is something wrong with the design of

the screen (Estelle and Somerville, 1986). Surprisingly, the

issue of gene redundancy, which often prevents the appear-

ance of a mutant phenotype when a related gene with a

similar function remains unaltered, was not widely dis-

cussed, perhaps because it was assumed that gene duplica-

tions would be rare in a plant with a small genome.

Additional variations in mutant screens were developed

over the years, as described by Page and Grossniklaus

(2002). These included screens for genetic enhancers and

suppressors of a specific mutant phenotype and the use of

reporter lines to screen for altered reporter expression, as

demonstrated for abiotic stress with a luciferase construct

(Ishitani et al., 1997). The most significant advance in the

design of mutant screens resulted from development of

random T-DNA (and transposon) mutagenesis procedures,

which followed the establishment of efficient transformation

protocols. One of the most highly publicized examples of

how mutants advanced our understanding of plant biology

was the pioneering work of Elliot Meyerowitz and colleagues

at the California Institute of Technology on a small collection

of floral mutants that helped to identify global regulators of

floral organ identity in Arabidopsis and beyond (Weigel and

Meyerowitz, 1994).

A mutant screen is normally performed with an inbred line

that represents the reference (wild-type) genotype. For

Arabidopsis, the Columbia (Col) and Landsberg erecta (Ler)

accessions, most probably derived (Rédei, 1992) from the

Landsberg accession collected in the Landsberg an der

Warthe (Gorzów Wielkopolski) region of Poland, have long

been used. The Wassilewskija (Ws-1) accession was added

later for some experiments because it was believed to be

more suitable for transformation. All of these genotypes are

early flowering, which is convenient for mutagenesis exper-

iments. Sequencing data (Clark et al., 2007; Ossowski et al.,

2008) and the analysis of natural variation (Alonso-Blanco

et al., 2009) indicate that there is no single wild-type

accession for Arabidopsis. However, based on extensive

mutant collections, high-quality sequence (AGI, 2000) and

microarray (Zimmermann et al., 2004) data, and much

physiological and biochemical knowledge, Columbia (Col)

is generally viewed as the reference genotype.

THE GENETIC MAP OF ARABIDOPSIS

Genetic linkage maps reveal the estimated orders and

positions of genes along the chromosome. Before physical

maps based on contigs of cloned DNA segments could be

constructed, linkage (recombination) analysis was the

principal method used to obtain information on gene

locations. Initially, single gene mutants acting as mor-

phological markers were used to construct such genetic

maps. The first linkage groups of Arabidopsis were pre-

sented at the Göttingen conference for part of chromo-

some 1 (McKelvie, 1965) and in a journal article for

chromosome 2 (Rédei, 1965). At Göttingen, Rédei also

described a number of markers that defined six distinct

linkage groups. These linkage groups formed the basis for

the chromosome nomenclature used nowadays for Ara-

bidopsis. When it was later realized that linkage groups 1

and 4 were both on chromosome 1, linkage group 6 was

renamed chromosome 4 (Koornneef and van der Veen,

1983). Surprisingly, hardly any progress was reported on

linkage analysis between 1965 and 1983. A post-doctoral

fellowship application submitted in 1978 by Meinke and

Rédei to enhance the genetic map using embryo-lethal

mutants as genetic markers was not funded. Eventually,

a complete genetic map covering all five chromosomes

with 76 markers was published (Koornneef et al., 1983).

Further evidence that not everyone believed a linkage map

was relevant to the study of Arabidopsis can be shown by

the difficulty encountered in publishing this map for what

one reviewer commented was a questionable genetic

model (Somerville and Koornneef, 2002).

Trisomic lines with a distinctive phenotype caused by an

extra copy of a single chromosome were useful in the initial
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assignment of linkage groups to cytological chromosomes.

The methods involved have been reviewed elsewhere

(Koornneef et al., 2003). Telotrisomic lines with just one

chromosome arm duplicated allowed the assignment of

morphological markers to chromosome arms and thereby

aided in locating some of the centromeres (Koornneef, 1983).

Later on, these positions were refined by tetrad analysis

using the quartet mutant, which enables all four products of

a single meiosis to be identified (Copenhaver et al., 1998).

Because of the small size of the Arabidopsis genome,

individual chromosomes do not exhibit the cytological

details that often proved useful in cytogenetic studies with

crop plants (Koornneef et al., 2003). However, by combining

pachytene chromosomes, which appear longer than mitotic

chromosomes and have distinct heterochromatic and

euchromatic regions, with sensitive in situ hybridization

methods, Arabidopsis chromosomes finally became ame-

nable to cytogenetic analysis (Fransz et al., 1998), leading to

a number of advances such as the discovery of chromosome

inversions in some accessions (Fransz et al., 2000).

The introduction of molecular (restriction fragment length

polymorphism, RFLP) markers to the field of genetics in the

1980s made it important to generate maps of such markers

in Arabidopsis (Chang et al., 1988) and to integrate them

with the classical map (Hauge et al., 1993). Subsequent

advances in marker development included the analysis of

microsatellite (Bell and Ecker, 1994) and cleaved amplified

polymorphic sequence (CAPS; Konieczny and Ausubel,

1993) markers. Although these initial maps were all based

on limited F2 and F3 populations, it soon became important

to generate immortal mapping populations involving

recombinant inbred lines (Rils). The first of these was

published by Reiter et al. (1992). An especially important

resource was the Ler · Col Ril population (Lister and Dean,

1993), which was widely used to link markers from the

physical map being constructed in the 1990s (Meinke et al.,

1998) to the genetic map. Additional Ril populations were

later developed to investigate natural variation and to

incorporate other marker types such as amplified fragment

length polymorphisms (AFLPs; Alonso-Blanco et al., 1998).

Mapping is no longer used in Arabidopsis to establish the

definitive orders of genes, which is based instead on the

genome sequence. However, mapping is still needed to

locate mutants on the genetic map as a prerequisite for map-

based cloning (Lukowitz et al., 2000). The latest develop-

ments in marker technology include single nucleotide

polymorphism assays based on comparative sequencing

of Arabidopsis accessions (Nordborg et al., 2005; Clark

et al., 2007) and single feature polymorphisms based on

microarrays (Borevitz et al., 2007). Deep sequencing will

bring a fresh perspective to mapping because sequence

comparisons between mutant and wild-type plants should

indicate the positions of mutations involved (Lister et al.,

2009; Schneeberger et al., 2009).

Ultimately, the classical genetic map of Arabidopsis will

be replaced by a sequence-based map of genes with mutant

phenotypes. An initial effort along these lines was published

several years ago (Meinke et al., 2003). Efforts to update this

map and establish a comprehensive dataset of all known

Arabidopsis genes with a loss-of-function phenotype are

ongoing. In the meantime, we should note that all but 12 of

the 76 morphological markers included on the original

genetic map of Koornneef et al. (1983) have been cloned

over the past 25 years (Meinke et al., 2009). The total

number of morphological markers included on the updated

classical genetic map, which is limited to mutants mapped in

relation to each other, stands at 335 (Meinke et al., 2009).

The most common markers on this map are EMB genes

required for normal embryo development (Franzmann et al.,

1995). Although many of these genes remain to be cloned,

recent progress was made by aligning the genetic and

physical maps and performing genetic complementation

tests between mapped (but not cloned) and cloned (but not

mapped) mutants with similar map locations and pheno-

types (Meinke et al., 2009).

NATURAL VARIATION

Variation in physiological traits among natural accessions

was one reason why Laibach (1943) first promoted work on

Arabidopsis. Sixty-five years later, this research potential is

starting to be realized. At first, natural variation controlled by

multiple genes and influenced by environmental factors was

resistant to molecular dissection. The initial breakthroughs

came in the 1990s with the cloning of monogenic disease

resistance genes, which had a simple inheritance pattern

(Slusarenko and Schlaich, 2003). Subsequent developments

in quantitative genetics enabled the identification of geno-

mic regions of interest for complex traits by association of

specific trait values with segregating molecular markers

known as quantitative trait loci (QTLs). This eventually led to

cloning of the underlying genes (quantitative trait genes,

QTGs). The steps involved (Alonso-Blanco and Koornneef,

2000) include confirmation and validation of QTLs in near-

isogenic lines (Nils) followed by fine-mapping and comple-

mentation. In comparison with mutant approaches, where

sequencing the region encompassing the mapped locus

often identifies the target gene of interest, sequencing a QTL

region does not immediately point to the causal locus

because of the high degree of polymorphism involved (Clark

et al., 2007). Despite these complications, a large number of

QTGs have been identified in Arabidopsis (Alonso-Blanco

et al., 2009). Research on natural variation can also lead to

the identification of functional alleles of genes already

mutated in laboratory accessions. One example is FRI, a

major gene in the control of flowering time, which is

mutated both in Col and Ler but was identified in late-flow-

ering natural accessions (Johanson et al., 2000). Even when

genes are not mutated in the lab accessions, strong alleles
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present in natural accessions may lead to their cloning on

the basis of QTL analysis (Bentsink et al., 2006). The high

level of genetic variation between Arabidopsis accessions

can be deduced from direct sequence comparisons (Nord-

borg et al., 2005; Clark et al., 2007). At a single develop-

mental stage, genetic variation for expression of 20% of the

genes can be detected (Keurentjes et al., 2007; Kliebenstein,

2009). Some of this variation probably has little effect at the

phenotypic level (Fu et al., 2009), in part because plants have

mechanisms involving molecular chaperones (Queitsch et

al., 2002) that buffer against visible expression of underlying

variation.

One disadvantage of biparental mapping populations,

which are commonly used to study natural variation, is that

only genetic differences between the two parents can be

analysed. Furthermore, the resulting map positions of target

loci are rather inaccurate. Both problems can be solved by

using genome-wide association (GWA) mapping, which

exploits variation in a collection of genotypes and can

improve the chances of identifying causal polymorphisms

(Myles et al., 2009). The high level of homozygosity found in

Arabidopsis accessions, in combination with the high den-

sity of molecular markers, make it a suitable organism for

this approach (Nordborg and Weigel, 2008). In the future,

GWA mapping will benefit from improved sequence tech-

nologies and ongoing efforts to sequence large numbers of

accessions (Weigel and Mott, 2009). One alternative to GWA

and biparental populations is multiparent populations, in

which linkage (disequilibrium) is higher but additional

variation can be screened (Paulo et al., 2008; Kover et al.,

2009).

Apart from being a valuable resource for analyzing gene

function, natural variation provides an opportunity to study

important features of evolutionary ecology at the molecular

level. Arabidopsis has not historically been at the centre of

this discipline, although the wide geographical distribution

of accessions (Hoffmann, 2002), coupled with a full toolbox

of molecular resources, make it a suitable model for such

studies (Mitchell-Olds and Schmitt, 2006). One example of

insights obtained by combining genetic tools, ecological

experiments, and modelling studies based on known details

of Arabidopsis flowering time control, was recently pub-

lished (Wilczek et al., 2009). Further advances in this area

may require that more Arabidopsis biologists move out of

their laboratories and into the field.

Another fundamental question in biology that relates to

natural variation concerns the identities of genes and allelic

variants that underlie differing features of related species.

The considerable variation that exists among different

members of the Brassicaceae is a valuable resource that

remains to be exploited through comparative studies with

Arabidopsis. Two recent examples of success include the

analysis of heavy metal accumulation in Arabidopsis hallerri

(Hanikenne et al., 2008) and the control of flowering in the

perennial species Arabis alpina (Wang et al., 2009). Recently,

experiments have been extended beyond the Brassicaceae,

with comparisons of flowering time control between

Arabidopsis and selected grasses (Greenup et al., 2009).

Genomic tools in Arabidopsis have also enabled the iden-

tification of variation that may underlie speciation events

(Bikard et al., 2009). The natural variation in Arabidopsis

accessions first studied by Laibach has therefore resulted in

major advances on multiple fronts.

COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE AND SHARED

RESOURCES

Throughout its brief history, the Arabidopsis community has

exhibited an admirable level of collegiality and cooperation.

There have been scattered disputes and disappointments,

but overall these have not defined the field or impeded

progress. Most plant biologists seemed to sense that col-

laboration was central to making Arabidopsis a viable

model. And being a ‘simple weed’ helped at times to mini-

mize conflicts of interest over the practical applications of

shared resources. Even when unexpected results were pub-

lished (Lolle et al., 2005) and later questioned (Peng et al.,

2006), cool heads generally prevailed (Gallagher, 2008). At

critical points, dedicated individuals (Figure 3) stepped for-

ward to help advance not only their own research interests

but the community as a whole. It began in Europe with the

Laibach seed collection, later maintained by Röbbelen and

Kranz, continued with the annual publication of the AIS, and

was evident at the international conferences in Göttingen

and Frankfurt. The focus later shifted to the United States,

where Chris Somerville and colleagues organized the Mich-

igan State conference and established an electronic news-

group to help researchers keep in touch. Soon thereafter,

Arabidopsis research became truly global, necessitating the

formation of a broader organizational structure. This was

realized with the establishment of the first Multinational

Arabidopsis Steering Committee (MASC), which included

members from several different countries and continents:

Marc van Montagu (Belgium), Jim Peacock (Australia),

Caroline Dean and Dick Flavell (United Kingdom), Howard

Goodman, Elliot Meyerowitz, and Chris Somerville (United

States), Maarten Koornneef (the Netherlands), and Yoshiro

Shimura and Kiyotaka Okada (Japan). National steering

committees were formed as well, most notably the North

American Arabidopsis Steering Committee (NAASC), to

facilitate interactions with national funding agencies. These

oversight committees played an important role in organizing

the community, establishing stock centres and databases,

identifying shared resources that still needed to be devel-

oped, proclaiming the goal of sequencing the genome by the

end of the millennium, and keeping those sequencing efforts

on track (Somerville and Koornneef, 2002).

Stock centres for seeds and molecular biology materials

were established on two continents to serve investigators
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worldwide. The European Arabidopsis Stock Centre (NASC)

in Nottingham, founded in 1990 with support from the

British government, was headed first by Mary Anderson and

Bernard Mulligan and thereafter by Sean May, who contin-

ues to serve in this capacity. The US counterpart, the

Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center (ABRC), at Ohio

State University, which serves Asia and Australia in addition

to the Americas, was founded in 1991 with support from the

NSF. This resource centre was overseen for 19 years by

Randy Scholl, whose contributions to the community were

recognized at the Arabidopsis conference in Edinburgh,

Scotland (July, 2009). Several individuals contributed to the

establishment of DNA facilities, including Jeff Dangl, Keith

Davis, and Doreen Ware. In Japan, the Riken BRC Experi-

mental Plant Division set up an important resource centre in

2002 for full-length cDNA clones and specialized collections

of plant materials. Factors that played a role in the develop-

ment and success of these stock centres, and in the creation

of common standards for Arabidopsis genetics, have been

described elsewhere (Meinke and Koornneef, 1997; Meinke

and Scholl, 2003).

Excitement over Arabidopsis research was soon coupled

with the realization that someone needed to keep track of the

information being generated. At first, it seemed possible to

accomplish this through traditional methods. The result was

1300 pages of information assembled into a definitive book

on Arabidopsis published by Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory

Press (Meyerowitz and Somerville, 1994). That was impres-

sive when compared to the 150 pages found in the mono-

graph published 24 years earlier in Bibliographica Genetica

(Rédei, 1970) but it soon became outdated. With support and

guidance from the NSF, an informal committee representing

database experts, funding agencies, and the Arabidopsis

community, met at Dallas–Fort Worth in 1993 to discuss the

future of Arabidopsis genome databases. This began a long

series of meetings and discussions about database needs

and design, and culminated in a call for proposals some

years later to establish a central database suitable for the

genomics age. Formal work in database design began with

Michael Cherry, who created the first Arabidopsis thaliana

database (AtDB) and was instrumental in database efforts

prior to completion of the genome sequence (Flanders et al.,

1998). Later on, it was a group headed by Sue Rhee and Chris

Somerville at the Carnegie Institute of Plant Biology in

Stanford, CA, in collaboration with database experts at the

National Center for Genomic Research (NCGR) in Santa Fe,

NM, that was charged with compiling all of the known

information on Arabidopsis into one central location, which

eventually became known as The Arabidopsis Information

Resource (TAIR) at http://www.arabidopsis.org/ (Rhee et al.,

2003). Through the continued efforts of Eva Huala and

dedicated support personnel, this central database remains

a focal point for Arabidopsis research.

The usefulness of knockout mutants generated by T-DNA

insertion mutagenesis was demonstrated 20 years ago with

the cloning of AG (Yanofsky et al., 1990) and GL1 (Herman

and Marks, 1989). Additional insertion mutants, combined

sometimes with transposable elements from maize (Aarts

et al., 1993), were generated by tissue culture methods

(Koncz et al., 1989) and seed transformation (Feldmann,

1991). Efficient procedures were also developed to recover

genomic sequences flanking insertion sites (Liu et al., 1995).

This led to the realization that large collections of insertion

mutants, when combined with public seed stocks and

flanking sequence information, could be invaluable tools

for reverse genetics. Several groups contributed over the

next 15 years to make this dream a reality, including Joe

Ecker at the Salk Institute (Alonso et al., 2003), Michel

Caboche at INRA in France (Samson et al., 2002), Michael

Sussman at the University of Wisconsin (Sussman et al.,

2000), Csaba Koncz (Szabados et al., 2002) and Bernd

Weisshaar (Rosso et al., 2003) in Germany, Kazuo Shinozaki

in Japan (Kuromori et al., 2004), and Syngenta, a multi-

national company with research facilities in California and

North Carolina, which eventually donated seeds and

sequence information for two distinct populations

(McElver et al., 2001; Sessions et al., 2002). Additional

technologies for generating loss-of-function phenotypes

such as RNAi and miRNA (Schwab et al., 2006) have also

Figure 3. Representative contributors to community infrastructure and shared

resources. Left to right; top: Randy Scholl (ABRC) and Eva Huala (TAIR);

middle: Machi Dilworth (NSF) and Sean May (NASC); bottom: Joe Ecker

(Functional genomics tools) and Kazuo Shinozaki (Functional genomics tools).
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become available. Tilling methods (Colbert et al., 2001) were

developed to combine EMS mutagenesis with sequence

information to find mutants of specific target genes not

represented in knockout collections. Random insertion

libraries have also been generated using activation tagging

(Weigel et al., 2000; Marsch-Martinez et al., 2002) for

dominant mutants, and promoterless reporter constructs

for selection of insertions at desired intragenic locations

coupled with visualization of expression patterns (Sundar-

esan et al., 1995). In keeping with long-standing policies,

these materials have been made widely available to

encourage future advances.

THE GENOME SEQUENCE AND BEYOND

Many individuals played a role in the planning, sequencing,

and bioinformatics phases of the Arabidopsis genome pro-

ject (Somerville and Koornneef, 2002). A meeting held at the

NSF in 1989 led to a report calling for a wide range of

research initiatives and a completed genome sequence by

the year 2000. This NSF report and subsequent annual

publications describing major goals and accomplishments

of the Arabidopsis research community can be accessed

through TAIR. What seemed like a risky proclamation at first,

given the modest portfolio of sequencing accomplishments

at the time, turned out in retrospect to be a milestone in plant

biology. Dozens of individuals contributed over the ensuing

decade to genome sequencing efforts on three continents.

These efforts were spearheaded by several key participants:

Michael Bevan, for a European consortium involving multi-

ple countries, Francis Quetier at Genoscope in France,

Satoshi Tabata at the Kazusa DNA Research Institute in

Japan, and three groups in the United States: (i) Joe Ecker

(Salk Institute), Ron Davis (Stanford), and Sakis Theologis

(USDA Plant Gene Expression Center in California); (ii) Rob

Martienssen and Dick McCombie (Cold Spring Harbor

Laboratory) in collaboration with Richard Wilson (Wash-

ington University, St Louis); and (iii) Steve Rounsley and

Craig Venter at The Institute for Genome Research (TIGR).

Informatics teams at multiple locations were also heavily

involved with genome annotation efforts, which were

coordinated by Klaus Mayer at the Munich Information

Centre for Protein Sequences (MIPS) in Germany. When the

combined results were published (AGI, 2000) and released

to the press in December, 2000, on schedule and within

budget, the plant biology community experienced a rare

moment of distinction. Public attention in the United States,

however, was focused more on the Supreme Court decision

about the contested presidential election, which was

released the afternoon before the Arabidopsis news con-

ference in Washington, DC.

Realizing that a sequenced genome was of limited use

without additional functional details, workshops were

scheduled to put forth a plan for the next phase of

Arabidopsis research. In the United States, these work-

shops, along with critical support from the NSF, resulted in

the Arabidopsis 2010 project, a vision to characterize the

function of each gene by the year 2010 (Chory et al., 2000).

Related efforts were advanced in other countries, with

progress once again noted in annual reports of the Multi-

national Arabidopsis Steering Committee. Some of the

scientific achievements made possible by those combined

efforts are celebrated in this special issue. Further commu-

nity resources, including full-length cDNAs, knockout col-

lections for reverse genetics, and microarray chips and

datasets, to mention just a few, were also developed to

support the pending ‘omics’ revolution that fundamentally

changed the nature of plant research. With a centralized

database, stock centres, and internet resources to dissem-

inate information and materials worldwide, it was not just

the large laboratories at leading research institutions that

benefited. Everyone finally had access to the information

and resources needed to advance diverse research interests.

Of course, much still remains to be done, both in terms of

resource development and hypothesis-driven research, but

the first Arabidopsis seeds planted years ago have without

question brought about a plentiful harvest.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

Thirty years ago, when dramatic advances in molecular

genetics fundamentally changed the landscape of biology, it

was not obvious that plant science would play a central role

in the approaching revolution. Plant genomes were large

and complex, life cycles were long, and most of the favoured

genetic models at the time were difficult to transform. Even

the future of plant genetics as a discipline was uncertain,

despite an illustrious history that included well-known fig-

ures such as Mendel and McClintock. Ultimately, it was a

combination of factors, including the choice of Arabidopsis

as a plant model, advances in Agrobacterium-mediated

transformation, the influx of talented and collaborative

individuals into plant biology, and increased funding to

support experimental breakthroughs that enabled plant

biologists to remain at the forefront of modern biology.

Discipline integration in plant biology was finally realized,

with significant accomplishments that extended far beyond

a simple weed, including applications to human health

(Jones et al., 2008). Genetic variants have remained at the

centre of Arabidopsis research throughout this time, along

with improved methods in cell and molecular biology.

Computational techniques, including modelling at many

different levels, have also become important in recent years

(Prusinkiewicz and Rolland-Lagan, 2006). Most private

companies interested in the practical applications of plant

science have grown to appreciate and utilize Arabidopsis as

well, especially in the area of gene discovery (Gutterson and

Zhang, 2004; Century et al., 2008). The future of Arabidopsis

research should indeed look bright, with a well-established

model organism providing the foundation for continued
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breakthroughs in our understanding of how plants work and

the possibility that further advances in regulating plant

growth and development might soon enable plant breeding

by design to become a reality.

Yet despite this impressive record of accomplishments

and the remarkable path that Arabidopsis helped to pave,

there is reason to be concerned about the future. The vast

majority of people worldwide have never heard of Arabid-

opsis and have no idea what role it should continue to play in

improving the lives of ordinary people. This is painfully

obvious to anyone who ventures out in public wearing one

of the Arabidopsis T-shirts distributed at past conferences.

Education and outreach efforts notwithstanding, there is a

considerable amount of work that remains to be done in

educating those outside of the plant science community

about what has been gained by focusing research efforts on

a single model organism. The articles found elsewhere in

this special issue of The Plant Journal should provide much

of the detail required for such an education campaign. But

new approaches may be needed to make connections

between Arabidopsis research programmes and their prac-

tical benefits more relevant to the average person.

Even within the community of research biologists, there

are troubling signs that not everyone agrees with the

premise that Arabidopsis should continue to attract special

attention and funding. Major grants used to support critical

databases and other shared resources have in some cases

been curtailed and funding programmes used to develop

Arabidopsis as a model plant eliminated. With initial

genome efforts completed, costs of sequencing other

genomes reduced, and global problems competing for

limited resources, questions are being raised again about

the special role of Arabidopsis in plant research. Although

the desire to analyse a wider spectrum of angiosperm

species is clearly justified, the accumulated knowledge base

and broad availability of vast community resources for

Arabidopsis should continue to make this model organism

the focal point of plant biology. Support for Arabidopsis

must therefore not be abandoned. Future advances in our

broad understanding of plant diversity are best enabled by

continued advances in the detailed characterization of how a

single plant works. That is what the past 25 years of

Arabidopsis research have so elegantly demonstrated.

Twelve years ago, Gerald Fink began his ‘perspectives’

contribution to a special issue of Genetics devoted to

Arabidopsis research with the following statement: ‘With

this volume, Genetics announces that Arabidopsis has

joined the Security Council of Model Genetic Organisms.

These favoured few form the standard to which all other

organisms are compared’ (Fink, 1998). We hope that future

generations of plant biologists will continue to have the

vision and resources needed to keep Arabidopsis engaged

as a respected member of this select group of organisms.

Because only then will the true potential of Arabidopsis be

realized, and its importance measured not just by the total

number of research publications, but also by the transfor-

mative effects on modern biology that became possible

when a single model plant was elevated to special research

status.
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